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a b s t r a c t
The purpose of this study is to develop an epidemic virus model that portrays the spread of the Stuxnet
virus in a critical control infrastructure after bridging the air-gap between a normal local area network
and the critical network. Removable storage media plays an important role in the transfer of data and
virus to the computers connected to the critical network (consisting of industrial controllers) and this
can compromise the whole system. A mathematical model is formulated that incorporates these features
and depicts the controlling mechanism. Disease free and endemic equilibria are analyzed in terms of
the basic reproduction number R0 . Global stability of disease free and endemic equilibrium points are
analyzed using Lyapunov functions. Numerical simulations are performed to determine the accuracy of
the proposed model for the smart Stuxnet virus which is designed to target critical industrial systems.
Model shows very good resemblance with the observed real life data available for this virus. Future work
may invoke interesting results and control strategies.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In the last few years cyber threats, in the form of virus, malware and trojan, stealing information or hacking accounts are
more often happened in a sophisticated and technical ways. Nations and individuals are accumulating cyber resources, developing
novel methods to exploit the selected target in an optimal manners (Axelrod and Iliev, 2014; Tounsi and Rais, 2018; Van der Walt
et al., 2018). The world economy and security depends upon the
secure connectivity of the Internet and Intranet due to automation of the industrial and economic processes. International conﬂicts poses serious threats to the opponents system security, ﬁnancial market, critical information and assets of critical natures
(Ashibani and Mahmoud, 2017; Hassan et al., 2018; Ullah et al.,
2018). In present days network become the target of well-crafted
cyber-attacks, especially the incident relating to breaking of internal systems security and espionage of critical information. The airgap between these systems are mostly ﬁlled by exploiting the internal weaknesses of the arrangement and zero-day exploits in the
software / hardware (Ablon and Bogart, 2017; Kim and Lee, 2018).
Zero-day vulnerabilities are the holes of any software / hardware
that could be exploited in the real world before disclosure and
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availability of any patch (Haldar and Mishra, 2017). Due to the natural desire of automating every appliance, enormously increase the
use of software which increases the dependability on codes. Poor
programming approach and weak software testing methodologies
are unable to detect the vulnerability in the codes, that may lead
to compromise the whole system and an easy prey for hackers
(Ablon et al., 2014). Price estimate of valuable zero-day exploit can
go over $10 0,0 0 0 (Finifter et al., 2013). The discovery of a new
vulnerabilities in known software are very common. It was found
that in a three-year period, 2009–2012, more than 400 problems
were found in Firefox browser and approximately over 800 were
found in Chrome browser (Kesler, 2011). The rapid growing market of zero-day exploits, demands careful system design and understanding of malicious code spread mechanism.
In early 1990s, special hardware and protocols were used in
most of the process control mechanism designed to manage critical systems such as electric grid station, power plant, oil machinery, Radar and water monitoring etc. This makes the whole process simple, however, it also makes the system vulnerable to attack (Zhu et al., 2011). In March 2007, Idaho National Laboratory
conducted an Aurora vulnerability test, which allows the attacker
to remotely control the high voltage circuit breaker to destroy
the generator by quickly opening and closing the breaker (Zeller,
2011). January 25 2003, at 12:30AM eastern standard time, Slammer started to exploit the vulnerability of Microsoft SQL server and
in just ten minutes, it infected about 75,0 0 0 servers worldwide,
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and only South Korea confronted with half-day internet outage
(Cowely and Williams, 2003). Process control operators believe
that their systems are impenetrable to virus attack ﬁrstly due to
isolation of their process control systems from the internet, and
secondly with the usage of the proprietary protocols for communication. However, many operators replacing their outdated hardware with new one to move toward open protocols and in this
process few control systems may connect with internet unintentionally and it makes scenario vulnerable for attack (Kesler, 2011).
Removable storage media plays an important role in bridging
the air-gap between isolated critical networks and commercial networks. Ease of use and connectivity increases the role of removable storage media in transferring data and virus to the computers
connected to critical network (consisting of industrial controllers)
which are isolated from main network (Nissim et al., 2017), e.g.,
Manchester police disconnected from head oﬃce for three days
due to infection caused by such devices (Song et al., 2011). Stuxnet
a 500-kbyte worm, is one of the most complex virus that was primarily written for industrial control systems which can spread using several dimensions but most notorious in this regard are USB
devices (Cherdantseva et al., 2016; Langner, 2013). The internal design of Stuxnet is very stealthy, complex and hiding ability for large
span of time, e.g., Stuxnet virus waits for seventeen months for
conducive environment and smartly delay the processes instead of
destroying the centrifuges completely (Nazir et al., 2017; Wueest,
2014).
The behaviour of such malicious codes have been conducted by
the research community through epidemiology modelling of virus
propagation (Ren and Xu, 2018; Singh et al., 2018b). The control
strategies for these sophisticated malicious codes are very diﬃcult
due to acquiring a place as a legitimate system process, attaining
admin rights, capacity of injecting infectious code in system dynamic link libraries and removing traces (Ahn et al., 2015; Graham
et al., 2016).
The Stuxnet virus possess all sophisticated virus properties to
exploit the zero-day vulnerabilities to target the victims (Alves
et al., 2018; Zetter, 2011). The advancement in Internet technologies poses great challenges to the security of the critical infrastructure of the nations in the presence of such vulnerabilities.
Therefore, it looks promising to have detailed analysis of dynamic
behaviour of these malicious codes and device a controlling strategy to overcome their devastation effectively. Mathematical modelling of malicious code provides us platform for profound understanding of the problem and give us a path to device a ﬂexible, stable and robust controlling strategies. In this regards, mathematicians, biologist and computer scientists have introduced the
concept of models for critical analysis of the behaviour of the
different malicious epidemic viruses such as classical epidemic
susceptible, infected and recovered model of Kermack and McKendrick (Kermack and McKendrick, 1932), analysis of dengue epidemic behavior (Malik et al., 2017), malware propagation in mobile
computer devices (Pont et al., 2018), stochastic behaviour analysis models (Amador, 2016), a theoretical assessment approach of
virus model (Yang et al., 2017), discontinuous antivirus strategy
in a computer virus model (Dong et al., 2016), models that discuss the topological aspects of the network (Zhang et al., 2017),
fractional order difference equation based advancement in diabetic
and smoking dynamics models (Singh et al., 2017a; 2018a) and utilization in chemical kinetics systems (Singh et al., 2017b).
A mathematical model is designed to analyze the behaviour of
the Stuxnet type virus, a very reﬁned piece of code, which got the
name of ﬁrst digital weapon in news and got the fame a nation
versus nation cyber-attack (Schmidt and Cohen, 2013). Our goal
in this study is to design a mathematical model that depicts the
Stuxnet spread and attack in a working environment and its impact on critical infrastructures managed by industrial control com-

puters. Stuxnet is an advance presistant threat (APT) type cyber attack, uses unusual methods to attack resources with an intend to
access the critical information while remains undetected and require special arrangement for control and eradication. APT type attack typical establishes different connection points of compromise
to target the victim and ensure that cyber-attack can continue in
failure of any one point. Attacker removed the evidence of APT occurrence without removing the re-entry path and can easily regain
the control of the target system. The model SIPUS UI consider several attacking vectors e.g., infection spread due to infected hosts I
and infected removable storage media UI that are further infected
from other infection vectors like email, network, ﬁle, application
vulnerability, infected media, supply chain compromise or human
intelligence and deception. Therefore, resource mitigation strategy
of an organization from APT’s are a challenging cyber security research area (Yang et al., 2018a; 2018b). Few studies are conducted
to observe the effect of removable media in the spread of worm
(Yang and Yang, 2012; 2014; 2017), however in these investigations
the model behavior is theoretically veriﬁed without the use of real
data. Additionally, these models did not establish a link with critical industrial computer scenarios. Main contributions of the proposed virus model based on susceptible, infected, removed, susceptible and infected removable storage medias (SIPUs UI ) are highlighted as:
•

•

•

•

A novel computer virus model SIPUs UI is designed with ability
to accurately model the security of isolated critical industrial
control networks.
Local stability analysis through the basic reproduction number
R0 of the model is ascertained at equilibria points both for virus
free and endemic spread scenarios.
Validation of the model through global stability analysis with
Lyapunov function further establish its worth.
Numerical simulation is performed to test the accuracy of the
model for Stuxnet virus, results shows that the model matches
the actual situation with reasonable accuracy.

1.1. An overview of Stuxnet virus
Stuxnet is a complex virus that mainly targets industrial control
systems, uses four zero-day vulnerabilities to attack and have capability to hide itself from antivirus programs. Stuxnet uses two
stolen digital certiﬁcates to show itself as a legitimate program
with deep knowledge of targeted Siemens supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) systems. Stuxnet was discovered in June
2010, and it was used to attack the Iranian nuclear enrichment
plant at Natanz as shown in Fig. 1. The facility at Natanz consists of centrifuge in a cascaded manner in which, the output of
one centrifuge piped through the input of the second and so on.
Stuxnet has several builtin malicious modules that makes it a sophisticated cyber weapon. The virus exploits four zero-day vulnerabilities, changes system libraries, attacks step7 (Siemens SCADA
system), installs signed drivers, hides its presence, clears logs and
runs remote procedure call server for communication with its control center and version update (Falliere et al., 2011). The component of the the virus are graphically shown in Fig. 2. Stuxnet virus
spread in the system by an infected USB connected to the system and after infecting the ﬁrst computer, further attacks the network by exploiting different vulnerabilities. The ultimate target of
the virus was a machine connected to the centrifuges which are
managed by programmable logical controllers (PLCs), a special purpose computers. Typically, such computers are not connected to
the Internet and usually work in stand-alone environment. Therefore, Stuxnet uses other transmission methods via USBs to reach
the target computers. The vulnerability caused by USBs is common, e.g., in China 26% infections were due to USB malware in year
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Fig. 1. Overview of Stuxnet.

Fig. 2. Stuxnet components.

2009, that exploit the auto-run features of windows (Song et al.,
2011). Different Stuxnet versions use different exploits, the latest
version uses a Windows LNK vulnerability; older versions use the
autorun.inf ﬁle vulnerability as shown in Fig. 3.
Stuxnet searches the target Siemens WinCC, an interface used
to control the SCADA systems, by connection to SQL database
using hardcoded passwords and uploads the infected version.
Then, Stuxnet spreads in networks via network shares, windows
print spooler MS 10–061 zero-day vulnerability, server message
block used for ﬁle sharing, zero-day MS 08–067 vulnerability,
etc. Stuxnet infects the Siemens SIMATIC Step7 programs that are
opened on infected computers. Stuxnet uses built-in peer to peer
networks for update of older versions on the local network. Each
copy starts remote procedure call service and listens for connection and all connected nodes update themselves. Stuxnet also tries
to contact with command and control servers by sending data in
encrypted form (Langner, 2011). Stuxnet is not really harmful for
ordinary users, however uses them as a medium to reach the target, i.e., the Siemens PLCs (Karnouskos, 2011). The virus hides itself
from plant operators by installing rootkit on the infected computers and PLCs. The Stuxnet attack destroyed 10 0 0 centrifuges out
of the 5,0 0 0 operating at the Natanz facility (Albright et al., 2011).

Similar cyber-attacks have evolved a lot over the years for criminal
and terrorist entities and also by states as weapons. They can be
used not only to gather information, but also to destroy infrastructures.
2. The epidemic model for Stuxnet virus
In this section, necessary description for the formulation of
SIPUS UI mathematical model is presented as shown in Fig. 4. The
total population N(t) is partitioned into Susceptible nodes, Infected
nodes, Damaged nodes and represented by S(t), I(t) and P(t), respectively. The USB susceptible and USB infected media is denoted
by Us (t), and UI (t), respectively, with N = S + I + P and U = Us + UI .
In this conﬁguration, all computers (networked or stand-alone)
which are not infected by the virus fall under the category of susceptible computers. Infected computers are those that are infected
due to network sharing or by connecting removable storage media, i.e., USBs. Damaged computers are those that are temporarily
unable to perform their desired function and thus removed from
the setup. Susceptible removable storage media are those that are
virus free but can become the prey of infection if connected with
infected nodes. Infected removable storage media are the main
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Fig. 3. Different Methods that Stuxnet uses to exploit its target.

source of infection spread in the network due to weak ﬁrmware
security and plug and play features of USB devices. Let A1 be the
arrival of new computers and A2 be the arrival of removable storage devices, ρ is the damage rate due to virus infection caused in
control computers, connected to PLCs. β 1 and β 2 denotes the rate
of infection transfer from infected computers to susceptible computers on the network and from infected removable devices to susceptible computers, respectively. The natural removal (death) rates
of computers and removable devices from the network are represented by r1 and r2 respectively. The probability of ﬁnding susceptible computers on network in Internet protocol version 4 (IPv4)
scheme is S/232 (the total number of computers in IPv4 are 232 ).
Removable storage devices are the major source of virus spread in
air gapped critical industrial networks, they bridge the gaps and
provide the environment for predators to target their prey (Kang
and Saiedian, 2017). In this chapter, we model the spread of virus,
especially Stuxnet (Chen and Abu-Nimeh, 2011; Knapp and Langill,
2014) in critical networks through removable storage media and
infected computers. Data ﬂow in the model is shown in Fig. 5,
while the following differential equations describe the propagation
of the Stuxnet virus:

dS
dt
dI
dt
dP
dt
dUs
dt
dUI
dt

= A1 −

β1 S(t )I (t )

232
β1 S(t )I (t )
=
+
232
=

β2Us (t )I (t )
N

β2Us (t )I (t )
N



= U ∗ , t → ∞.

(3)

The system of equations (1) can be written in simpliﬁed or reduced
form as:

dI
=
dt
dP
=
dt
dUI
=
dt

β1 (N (t ) − I (t ) − P (t ))I (t )
232
−ρ I (t ) − r1 I (t ),

+

β2 (N (t ) − I (t ) − P (t ))UI (t )
N (t )

ρ I (t ) − r1 P (t ),
β2 (U (t ) − UI (t ))I (t )
− r2UI (t ).
N (t )

(4)

Where

N (t ) = N ∗ + (N (0 ) − N ∗ )e−r1 t ,

Using Eq. (3) in system (4) one have a limit system (IPUI) as
Thieme (1994):

(1)

while the associated initial conditions are given as follows:
S(0) = S0 , I(0) = I0 , P(0) = P0 , Us (0) = Us0 , UI (0) = UI 0 .

dN
= A1 − r1 N,
dt
dU
= A2 − r2U,
dt



= N ∗ , t → ∞,

U (t ) = U ∗ + (U (0 ) − U ∗ )e−r2 t .

− r2Us (t ),

− r2UI (t ),

A1
r1
A2
U (t ) →
r2
N (t ) →

and

−

ρ I (t ) − r1 P (t ),

= A2 −
=

β2 S(t )UI (t )
− r1 S(t ),
N (t )
β2 S(t )UI (t )
− ρ I (t ) − r1 I (t ),
N (t )

net rate of change of the population is given by c1 = A1 − r1 and
c2 = A2 − r2 which may be positive, zero or negative.
Solving set of equations (2), we get

dI
=
dt
dP
=
dt
dUI
=
dt

β1 (N∗ − I − P )I
232

+

β2 (N∗ − I − P )UI
N∗

− ρ I − r1 I,

ρ I − r1 P,
β2 (U ∗ − UI )I
N∗

− r2UI .

(5)

3. Model analysis
3.1. Basic reproduction number (R0 )

(2)

where the arrival rate of the new nodes is represented by A1 and
death rate by r1 , while A2 represents the arrival rate of new removable storage devices and r2 their removal rate. Accordingly, the

The basic reproduction number is deﬁned as the advent of a
new infection caused by an infected individual and denoted by R0 .
R0 is the parameter of infection spread, if R0 > 1, then infection
spreads rapidly in the system and if R0 < 1 then infected individuals will not be able to spread the infection and die down. Different
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Fig. 4. Graphical abstract of Proposed SIPUS UI model.

methods are used to calculate the basic reproduction number R0 in
epidemiology modeling (Jones, 2007). Detail of R0 calculation with
next generation matrix is also given in Appendix.
Model SIPUS UI has been reduced to three classes as given in
Eq. (5) and only two classes are infected. The essential condition
for occurrence of an epidemic is that the number of infected nodes
should increase with the assumption that at the beginning all populations are susceptible.

For

dI
> 0, we have
dt

β1 (N∗ − I − P )I
232

In case

β2 (N∗ − I − P )UI

dUI
> 0,
dt

β2 (U ∗ − UI )I
N∗

+

− r2UI > 0,

N∗

− ρ I − r1 I > 0,

6
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3.3. Disease free equilibria
Theorem 4.1. Disease-free equilibrium (DFE) is locally asymptotically
stable in K0 , if R0 < 1.
Proof. The system is locally asymptotically stable at DFE point
K0 = (I, P, UI ) = (0, 0, 0). Consider the Jacobian matrix of function
with components:

f1 (I, P, UI ) =

β1 (N∗ − I − P )I

β2 (N∗ − I − P )UI

+

N∗

232
f2 (I, P, UI ) = ρ I − r1 P,
β2 (U ∗ − UI )I
f3 (I, P, UI ) =
− r2UI ,
232
Fig. 5. Schematic ﬂow of Proposed SIPUS UI model.

is given as:

Assuming that all the population should be susceptible, we may
write the above expression as:

β1 N∗ I

β2 N∗UI

+

232

β2U ∗ I

N∗

− ρ I − r1 I > 0,

− r2UI > 0.

N∗

⎛∂ f ∂ f ∂ f ⎞
1
1
1
⎜ ∂ I ∂ P ∂ UI ⎟
⎜ ∂ f2 ∂ f2 ∂ f2 ⎟
⎟
J (I, P, UI ) = ⎜
⎜ ∂ I ∂ P ∂ UI ⎟.
⎝
⎠
∂ f3 ∂ f3 ∂ f3
∂ I ∂ P ∂ UI
Therefore, the Jacobian matrix of K0 DFE point is given as:

⎛

Simplifying above relation, we have

β1 N∗
β 2 2U ∗
+
> 1.
(ρ + r1 )232 r2 N∗ (ρ + r1 )
(6)

3.2. Equilibria studies
The model IPUI in set of equations (5) has two equilibrium
point; virus free point at which no virus exists in the system and
endemic equilibria point, at which infection spread in the system.
Virus free equilibria point for system (5) is K0 = (I, P, UI ) = (0, 0, 0)
and endemic equilibria point is K∗ = (I∗ , P∗ , UI∗ ) for R0 > 1.
The set of equations (5) for endemic equilibria analysis are
written as:

β1 (N∗ − I − P )I
232

ρ I − r1 P = 0,
β2 (U ∗ − UI )I
N∗

+

β2 (N∗ − I − P )UI
N∗

− ρ I − r1 I = 0,

I∗ =

β2

−r1

0

0

−r2

⎞

⎟
⎟.
⎠

(11)

To ﬁnd the Eigen values, the characteristic equation of above matrix is



N∗
λ − β132
+ ρ + r1

2
−ρ
|λI − DF E (K0 )| = 
β2U ∗

− ∗


0

λ + r1
0

N



β2 

0  = 0,

λ + r2 

and in simplify form as:

N ∗ β1
+ ρ + r1 ( λ + r2 ) −
232

λ−

( λ + r1 )

β2 2U ∗
N∗

= 0,

while the corresponding Eigen values are

λ1 = −r1 ,

− r2UI = 0.

(7)

Solving set of equations (7), we will get expression for the endemic
equilibrium point (I∗ , P∗ , UI∗ ) as:

√

0

N∗

∗

2

− ρ − r1

⎜ 232
ρ
⎝
β2U ∗

β1 N
β 2U
+
.
r2 N ∗ ( ρ + r1 )
232 (ρ + r1 )

R0 =

β1 N∗

DF E (K0 ) = ⎜

Accordingly,
∗

− ρ I − r1 I,

b2 − 4ac − b
,
2a

(8)

N ∗ β1
232

( λ + r2 ) −

(λ + r2 )(ρ + r1 ) 1 −

N ∗ β1
232 (ρ + r1 )

λ + ρ + r1 −

β2 2U ∗
N∗
−

= 0,

β2 2U ∗
N∗

= 0.

(12)

Eq. (12) using (6) is written as:

N ∗ β1
β2 U ∗
+ ∗
( ρ + r1 ) N r2 ( ρ + r1 )
2

∗

P =

ρ
r1

UI ∗ =

∗

I ,

(9)

b=

232

> 0,

1 − R0 > 0.

β2U ∗

β2 I∗ + r2 N∗

I∗ ,

(10)

where

a=

1−

(ρ + r1 )β 1β 2
232 r1 N ∗

, c = (ρ + r1 )(1 − R0 )r2 ,

β2 (ρ + r1 )(1 − R0 )
N∗

β2 U
3

+

N ∗ r2

∗

β1 (r2 )β2 U
2

+

232 r1

∗

( ρ + r1 ).

From Eq. (8), the condition I∗ > 0 is only possible whenever the
value of R0 > 1.

(13)

If R0 < 1, then the corresponding Eq. (13) is positive, which show
that all eigenvalues of the system (12) are in a negative half plane,
so the system is asymptotically stable for points K0 when R0 < 1.
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.2. If R0 < 1, then the point K0 is globally asymptotically
stable, otherwise unstable.
Proof. Let us consider the following Lyapunov function.

L(I, P, UI ) = I +

β1

233 ρ

P2 +

β2
r2

UI .

(14)
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The function is always positive in R3 , for R3 = (I, P, UI ) and (I > 0,
P > 0, UI > 0).
Taking the derivative of the Lyapunov function (14) we get

2β1
β2
PP+
UI ,
r2
233 ρ
•
β1 (N∗ − I − P )I β2 (N∗ − I − P )UI
+
− ρ I − r1 I
L(I, P, UI ) =
N∗
232
•

•

L(I, P, UI ) = I +

+
=

=

β1 PI
∗

232

β2 U
2

+

N ∗ r2

r1 β1 P 2
−
232 ρ

( ρ + r1 )
−

β1 I2
232

∗

N ∗ r2

N∗

β1 I

2

= (ρ + r1 )(R0 − 1 )I −

β1 I2
232

232

−

N∗

r1 β1 P 2
−
232 ρ

β2 2 P2UI I
N∗ r

2

−

N∗

•

3.4. Endemic stability
K∗ =

(I∗ ,

P∗ ,

To investigate the endemic equilibrium of the point
UI∗ ), for R0 > 1 and obviously for I∗ ≥ 0, we have to ﬁnd its local and
global stability for R0 > 1.
Theorem 4.3. K∗ is locally asymptotically stable, if R0 > 1.
Proof. Consider the function f: R3 → R3 with components and Jacobian matrix as:

232

+

β2 (N∗ −I∗ −P∗ )UI∗

β2 (U ∗ − UI∗ )I∗
232

− ρ I ∗ − r1 I ∗ ,

N∗

f2 (I∗ , P ∗ , UI∗ ) = ρ I∗ − r1 P ∗ ,
f3 (I∗ , P ∗ , UI∗ ) =

∂

∂

3
P∗

∂

J (K ∗ ) = ⎝

∗
∗ ∗
1 (N −2I −P )
232

−

ρ

β2 UI ∗
N∗

β2 (U ∗ −UI ∗ )
N∗

0

N∗

β2 (N∗ −I∗ −P ∗ ) 
N∗

D1 = b1 ,
b
D2 =  1
b0


b1

D 3 = b 0
0



b3 
= b1 b2 − b3 b0 ,
b2 
b3
b2
b1



b5 

b4  = b3 ( b1 b2 − b0 b3 ) − b1 ( b1 b4 − b0 b5 ).
b3 

Now equating the coeﬃcient of general characteristics equation
with (16), we have

b0
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5

= 1,
= b11 + b22 + b33 ,
= b11 b22 + b11 b33 + b22 b33 − b12 b21 − b13 b31 ,
= b11 b22 b33 − b12 b21 b33 − b13 b31 b22 ,
= 0,
= 0,

D1 = b1 = b11 + b22 + b33 ,
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
= − β2132N + β1 (22I32+P ) + β2NU∗I + ρ + r1 + r1 + βN2∗I + r2 ,
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
−P ∗ )UI
= β2 (N −I
+ β2NU∗I + β2132I + r1 + βN2∗I + r2 ,
N ∗ I∗
> 0.

− b13 b31 ) − b11 b22 b33 + b12 b21 b33 + b13 b31 b22 ,
= b2 11 b22 + b2 11 b33 + b11 b22 b33 − b11 b12 b21 − b11 b13 b31
+ b11 b2 22 + b11 b22 b33 + b2 22 b33 − b22 b12 b21 − b22 b13 b31
+ b11 b22 b33 + b11 b2 33 + b22 b2 33 − b33 b12 b21 − b33 b13 b31
− b11 b22 b33 + b33 b12 b21 + b22 b13 b31 ,

β1 I ∗
232

−
−r1

β2 UI ∗
N∗

0

β2 (N∗ −I∗ −P ∗ ) ⎞
N∗

β2 I ∗
N∗

0

⎠.

Characteristic equation of the above Jacobian is

D2 = b2 11 b22 + b2 11 b33 + b11 b2 22 + b22 b2 33 + b11 b2 33 + b2 22 b33
+2b11 b22 b33 − b11 b12 b21 − b11 b13 b31 − b22 b12 b21
−b33 b13 b31 ,
> (b11 b33 − b13 b31 )(b11 + b33 ),

>

− r2

(15)

= |λI − J (K ∗ )| = 0,

β2 (U ∗ −UI ∗ )



 = 0,
0

β2 I ∗
λ + N ∗ + r2 

−

To analyze the stability of system (16), we use Hurwitz criteria
as reported in Barbashin (1970); La Salle and Lefschetz (2012). To
overview Hurwitz criteria, let us consider the general characteristic
equation of a system.

3
UI∗

− ρ − r1 −

β U∗

+ 2N∗I
λ + r1

232

D2 = (b11 + b22 + b33 )(b11 b22 + b11 b33 + b22 b33 − b12 b21

The endemic equilibrium point K∗ = (I∗ , P∗ , UI∗ ) and the Jacobian
matrix at the endemic point is given below

⎛β

β1 I ∗

+ ρ + r1

D2 = b1 b2 − b3 b0 ,

− r2UI∗ ,

⎛∂ f ∂ f ∂ f ⎞
1
1
1
⎜ ∂ I∗ ∂ P∗ ∂ UI∗ ⎟
⎜ ∂ f2 ∂ f2 ∂ f2 ⎟
⎟
J (I∗ , P ∗ , UI∗ ) = ⎜
⎜ ∂ I∗ ∂ P∗ ∂ UI∗ ⎟.
⎝∂ f ∂ f ∂ f ⎠
3
I∗

N∗

with n determinants in nth order equation and the ﬁrst three determinants, i.e., D1 , D2 and D3 , of the said characteristic equation
is as:

β2 (P + I )UI

Thus, R0 < 1, implies that L(t ) ≤ 0 and K0 is the only invariant set
•
of system (7) for L(t ) = 0. According to LaSalle Invariance Principle
K0 is globally asymptotically stable, hence this proves the theorem.
Therefore, K0 equilibrium point is globally asymptotically stable for
R0 < 1. 

β1 (N∗ −I∗ −P∗ )I∗

β2 UI ∗

b0 sn + b1 sn−1 + b2 sn−2 + b3 sn−3 · · · bn−1 s1 + bn ,

,

r1 β1 P 2
β2 UI I
− ∗ .
N r2
232 ρ

f1 (I∗ , P ∗ , UI∗ ) =

−ρ

−

+

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
b11 = − β2132N + β1 (22I32+P ) + β2NU∗I + ρ + r1 , b12 = β2132I + β2NU∗I ,
β2 (N∗ −I∗ −P∗ )
b21 = −ρ , b23 = 0, b22 = r1 ,
b13 = −
,
N∗
∗
∗
β2 I ∗
I )
b31 = − β2 (UN−U
,
b
=
+
r
,
b
=
0
.
∗
33
2
32
N∗

β2 (P + I )UI

2

−

232

where

,

−

β1 ( 2 I ∗ + P ∗ )

(16)

β2 U ∗
β1 N∗
+ ∗
− ρ − r1 I
( ρ + r1 ) N r2 ( ρ + r1 )

β2 (P + I )UI

−

+

λ3 + (b11 + b22 + b33 )λ2 + (b11 b22 + b11 b33 + b22 b33 − b12 b21
−b13 b31 )λ + b11 b22 b33 − b12 b21 b33 − b13 b31 b22 = 0,

2

232

232

2

− ρ − r1 I −

β2 2 P2UI I

β1 N ∗

and simpliﬁes as:

r1 β1 P 2
β2 U ∗ I β2 U1 I
+
−
− β2U1 ,
32
N ∗ r2
N ∗ r2
2 ρ
2

+

232

β1 N
−

•

•


λ −





7

 β1 (N∗ −I∗ −P∗ )



232
β1 (N∗ −I∗ −P∗ )I∗
232



+ ρ + r1 r2 −

β 2 2 (N∗ −I∗ −P∗ )(U ∗ −UI ∗ )

=
+ ρ I + r1 I −
= 0.
D3 = b3 ( b 1 b2 − b0 b3 ) ,
D3 = b3 ( D2 ) ,
∗

∗

N ∗2

 

β2 (N∗ −I∗ −P∗ )UI ∗ r2
N∗

I∗

(b11 + b33 ),

(b11 + b33 ),
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Fig. 6. (a-b) Simulation of virus spread using SIPUS UI model with parameters and initial conditions given in Tables 1 and 2 for case 1–2 respectively and error analysis of
Adams with BDF.

using values of b3

D3 = (b11 b22 b33 − b12 b21 b33 − b13 b31 b22 )((b11 + b22
+ b33 )(b11 b22 + b11 b33 + b22 b33 − b12 b21

Proof. Let for ease, we consider the ﬁve dimensional Lyapunov
function as:



L(S, I, P, Us , UI ) = S − S∗ − S∗ ln

− b13 b31 ) − b11 b22 b33 + b12 b21 b33 + b13 b31 b22 ),
>(b11 b33 − b13 b31 )b22 D2 ,
>0.

Theorem 4.4. Endemic equilibrium point K∗ is globally asymptotically stable, if R0 > 1.





+ I − I∗ − I∗ ln



I
I∗



S∗UI ∗
Us
Us − Us ∗ − Us ∗ ln ∗
I∗Us ∗
Us


S∗UI ∗
UI
+ ∗ ∗ UI − UI ∗ − UI ∗ ln ∗ .
I Us
UI
+

=(b11 b22 b33 − b12 b21 b33 − b13 b31 b22 )D2 ,

Thus, all the values of D1 , D2 and D3 are positive, so all the eigenvalues of Eq. (16) are in the left half plane. If R0 > 1 then there
exists an endemic equilibrium point K∗ which is locally asymptotically stable. This completes the proof. 



S
S∗

(17)

Lyapunov function is always positive in R5 . Taking the derivative of
(17) and inserted the values of parameters we have
•

L(S, I, P, Us , UI ) =



1−

+

S∗
S

S∗UI ∗
I∗Us ∗

• 

S+ 1 −

1−

I∗
I

 • S ∗U ∗
I

UI ∗ •
U,
UI I

I+

I∗Us ∗

1−

Us ∗ •
U
Us s
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Fig. 7. (a-b) Simulation of virus spread using SIPUS UI model with parameters and initial conditions given in Tables 1 and 2 for case 1–2 respectively and error analysis of
Adams with BDF.



Table 1
Parameters used in the simulation of Model SIPUS UI .

+

Parameter

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

A1
A2

0.042
0.42
0.336
0.6
0.1126
0.0088
0.00265

0.042
0.42
0.4
0.8
0.19
0.027
0.051

40
40.09
0.349
0.681
0.0804
0.027
0.0011

100
0
0
0.681
0.0804
0.027
0.0011

40
40.09
0.42
0
0.0804
0.027
0.0011

40
40.09
0.42
0
0.0804
0.027
0.0065

β1
β2
r1
r2

ρ

+

β2 S∗UI ∗
N I∗Us ∗

r2 S∗UI ∗
I∗Us ∗

+

β2 S∗UI ∗

≤ 2β321

∗
≤ β2 SNUI 4 −

≤ −2 β2 SNUI
∗

=

(1 −
232

S∗
S

+ r1 ( 1 −

)(S I − SI ) +
∗ ∗

β2

(1 −
N

S∗
S

∗

)(S UI − SUI )
∗

S∗
S

I

N

I

4


∗
(1 − UUss )(UI − UI ∗ )

UI

S∗ 2 I ∗
S

−
I∗UI
IUI ∗

2S∗UI ∗ −

+ βN2

SI∗UI
I S∗ U ∗ I

−

−

IUI
I∗UI


4

U∗s
Us
2


∗

UI
UI ∗

2S∗UI ∗ −
−

IUsU ∗ I
I∗UI U ∗ s



,



,

∗
S∗2UI ∗
− SI IUI +
S
∗2
∗
∗
∗ ∗
S IUI Us
− S UUI sUs
I∗Us ∗ UI

,

,

≤ 0.

)(S∗ − S )


I∗
I∗
S∗ IUI ∗
β 
β1 
+
1−
(SI − S∗ I ) + 2 1 −
SUI −
∗
32
2

S∗

S
∗

IUs − I∗Us ∗

I

1−

2S ∗ I ∗ −
−SI∗



S∗UI ∗
I∗Us ∗

∗

(1 − UUss )(Us ∗ − Us )

U∗

N I∗Us ∗

∗

β1

∗

(1 − UUss )(I∗Us ∗ − IUs ) +

I

Which is negative. Hence the system (5) at the endemic equilibrium point K∗ is globally asymptotically stable for R0 > 1. This
proves the theorem. 
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Fig. 8. (a-b) Simulation of virus spread using SIPUS UI model with parameters and initial conditions given in table 1,2 for case 3–4 respectively and error analysis of Adams
with BDF.

Table 2
Parameters used in the simulation of Model SIPUS UI .
Variables

S

I

P

US

UI

Case 1–2
Case 3–6

2.3∗ 106
2.3∗ 106

10,000
30,000

10
10

50,000
30,000

10,000
10,000

4. Simulation and results
In this section, results of simulation are presented for SIPUS UI
model to understand the spread of the virus and the role of removable storage media in virus spread. Adams numerical method
is used to solve and simulate the system of differential equations
(1) for different parameters and initial conditions which are given
in Tables 1 and 2. Numerical results are obtained using âNDSolveâ
routine for the solution of differential equation in Mathematica environment. To validate the simulation results, we use the real data
of Stuxnet virus spread (Broad et al., 2011; Falliere et al., 2011; Matrosov et al., 2010) to evaluate the accuracy and convergence of the
SIPUS UI model. Approximately 10 0,0 0 0 users across 155 countries
were infected by the Stuxnet attack and among these 63% were in
Iran only. The number of hosts removed (which went down and
lost their functionality) because of the Stuxnet attack was approximately 1500 (and 1200 was in Iran only).

Result of case 1 for SIPUS UI model is calculated with Adams
method which show the dynamic behaviour of the virus spread
and its error analysis with backward differentiation formula (BDF)
as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The BDF is a family of multi-step linear numerical methods for ordinary differential equations and especially used for stiff problems. While the
results of case 2 given in Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows slight increase
in the infection rate of removable storage media due to infected
USBs. Model SIPUS UI also describes the role of removable storage media for critical system networks, which are usually isolated
from the internet. In Fig. 6(a) number of hosts are plotted versus time in months which shows the number of infected hosts
due to a Stuxnet global attack, which was approximately 97,0 0 0
in 24 months and the number of crashed hosts (industrial systems
which got destroyed) was approximately 1500. The total number of
removable storage media is assumed to be 60,0 0 0 and due to increase in the number of infected hosts, infection in the removable
storage media increases. Increase of infection in removable storage media ultimately increase overall infections. In 24 months period infected removable storage media has reached up to 45,0 0 0.
Camouﬂage of Stuxnet virus was revealed after 24 months after
launching of virus ﬁrst attack. Decrease in the number of infected
hosts and removable storage media is observed after 24 months
due to availability of remedial techniques, natural isolation from
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Fig. 9. (a-b) Simulation of virus spread using SIPUS UI model with parameters and initial conditions given in table 1,2 for case 5–6 respectively and error analysis of Adams
with BDF.

networks and anti-virus signature update for the Stuxnet virus. The
effect of removable storage media can also be analyzed by increasing the values of infectious contact rate of removable storage media as shown in Fig. 7(a). Number of removable hosts will be increased quickly as compared to Fig. 6(a) by slightly increasing the
contact rate of infected removable media. The maximum value of
case 1 was achieved in 18 months as compared to 24 months time.
Fig. 7(a) shows that increasing the infectious contact rate of removable storage media also decline the number of infected nodes
and infected media earlier as compare to Fig. 6. Sudden increase
in the virus malicious activity aggravate the problem which will
ultimately conceal the virus camouﬂage and earlier remedial actions will be required. In Fig. 8(a), we increased the number of
new arrived computers and removable storage media to observe
the model behavior for Stuxnet virus in 60 months. The number of
infected hosts were 92,680, removed hosts were 828 and infected
removable storage media were 17870. In Fig. 8(b) infectious contact rate β 1 of susceptible hosts with infected hosts is reduced to
zero which has an insigniﬁcant effect in the spreading of virus in
infected and removed hosts. The difference in the number of infected hosts and infected removable storage media from previous
case of Fig. 8(a) is only 50 and 1, respectively. So infectious contact rate of susceptible computers by infected computer has neg-

ligible effect on virus spread. In Fig. 9(a) effects of virus spread
are analyzed by changing the value of infectious contact rate of
susceptible removable storage media β 2 to zero. Fig. 9(a) shows a
major change in the number of infected and removed hosts which
are 5005 and 124 respectively. The role of infected removable storage media depicts that controlling its connectivity with susceptible
hosts controls the infection of Stuxnet virus in the network. Decreasing β 2 will not only decrease the number of infected hosts
but also decrease the number of infected removable media and
consequently other hosts also. Limiting the number of removable
devices can control the virus spread. In air-gapped network removable storage media play a major role in bridging the gap and normally plant networks which includes SCADA / PLC’s type hardware
that are isolated from other work networks. Stuxnet is a type of
virus that targets the special hardware which controls the plants
and this sholuld be isolated from other network. In Fig. 9(b), simulations are performed by slightly increasing the values of ρ , the
damage rate of infectious hosts and keeping values of other parameters ﬁxed. Fig. 9(b) shows that slight increase in the value of
ρ will increase the number of damaged hosts.
Phase portrait of the model SIPUS UI as shown in the Fig. 10 (a–
f), these shows interesting results. Phase portrait of Fig. 10 (a) is
plotted between susceptible hosts, removed hosts and infected re-
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Fig. 10. (a–f) Phase portrait of virus spread using a SIPUS UI model for case 1.

movable storage media to depict the behavior of model for case
1. It is observed that curve in this phase portrait is forms a loop,
the number of susceptible host decreases slowly due to increase in
the number of infected removable storage media. Decrease in the
number of susceptible hosts become rapid when infected removable storage media crosses the limit of 10,0 0 0 and the susceptible
host increases again when infected removable media reaches the
limit of 30,0 0 0. It illustrates that increase in the number of remov-

able storage media, suddenly increases the infection in the system
and reduces the number of susceptible hosts and vice verse due
to other controlling factors, like revealing of virus camouﬂage etc.
Phase portrait in Fig. 10(b) which is plotted among susceptible, infected and removed hosts which highlights the relations of these
hosts for case 1. As simulation progress in Fig. 10(b), increase in
the number of infected and removed nodes are observed. Fig. 10(b)
form a loop which shows the increase / decrease in the number
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of nodes and infection in the system. Infection spreads in the system due to availability of susceptible nodes and nonavailability of
control mechanism. Decrease in the number of susceptible hosts
is observed due to natural removal and removal due to infection. Fig. 10(c) shows that after 20,0 0 0 infected hosts, slightly increase in the number of infected hosts will exponentially increase
the number of infected removable storage media. Reduction in the
number of infected hosts will not reduce the number of infected
storage media which highlights the independent role of removable
storage media in the spread of the infection. Fig. 10(d) shows that
increase in the number of susceptible hosts decrease the number
of infected storage media and vice versa. Infected hosts versus susceptible removable storage are plotted in Fig. 10(e) which indicates
that increase in the number of infected hosts decreases the number of susceptible media exponentially. In Fig. 10 (f), increase in the
number of infected hosts also increases the number of removed
hosts. The number of infected hosts were approximately 97,0 0 0
at that time and removed hosts were around 1500. These results
show that controlling the connectivity of removable storage media,
will control the spread of the virus in industrial control computers
speciﬁcally and partially in other networks, as public networks has
different options for its connectivity.
4.1. Control strategies
In this section, a control strategies for Stuxnet virus propagation model are presented. In reality, control strategies are variable
in time and the mathematical theory behind these strategies are
called optimal control theory, however control strategies discussed
here are constant. It is evident from the results presented that the
removable storage media plays an important role in the spread of
Stuxnet virus in air-gapped network and necessary interpretation
of control strategy are brieﬂy highlighted as follows. As shown
in Fig. 7(a); by increasing the value of β 2 , the infectious contact
rate of removable storage media in case 2 will increase the infection quickly as compare to case 1. The role of β 2 in controlling
the infection is further investigated in cases 5 and 6 with observation that reducing the value of β 2 to 0 exponentially reduces
the number of infected hosts for case 5 as shown in Fig. 9(c). It is
further noted that infection of virus spread is present in the network but in case of Stuxnet virus that exploits speciﬁc hardware
thus removal of hardware are not relatively substantial. Increasing
the value of parameter ρ , i.e., damage rate due to virus infection,
increases the infection due virus in speciﬁc hardware which ultimately enhance the damage rate. Controlling the parameter ρ will
also control the damage rate of hardware connected with speciﬁc
devices.
Meanwhile, time dependent control preventive policy can be
obtained by minimizing the objective function (18) for damage rate
due to virus infection on speciﬁc hardware.

J (ρ ) =



T
0

K1UI (t ) + K2 I (t ) + K3

ρ 2 (t )
2

dt .

(18)

The ﬁrst term K1 UI (t) in the objective function represents the number of infected removable storage media and second term K2 I(t)
ρ 2 (t )

represents the number of infected hosts. The term K3 2 represents the rate of damaged hosts. Theoretical analysis of the objective function (18), can be conducted by interested readers for the
Stuxnet virus model through adaptation of similar procedures reported in relevant studies (Ledzewicz and Schättler, 2011; Lenhart
and Workman, 2007).
5. Conclusion
A novel mathematical model for stuxent virus propagation, i.e.,
SIPUS UI based dynamic epidemic spread, is presented for the trans-
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mission of viruses into a standalone computer network by exploiting removable storage media vulnerabilities. If the infection contact
rate β2 = 0 for an SIPUS UI model, then it reduces the model to an
SIR model otherwise SIPUS UI model captures the spreading characteristics of a sophisticated digital virus such as the Stuxnet. Theoretical analyses are conducted to determined the stability region
of the model through the basic reproduction number R0 . Disease
free equilibrium of the model is globally asymptotically stable for
R0 < 1 and asymptotic endemic stability is also shown for R0 > 1.
The spread control of infectious disease is consistently achieved by
retaining the basic reproduction number less than one. Removable
storage media and infectious contact rate play an important role in
the the extent of virus spread. Control strategies are also devised
to minimize the devastation of virus infection. Numerical study is
performed with state of the art differential equation solvers for
validation of the model on available data for Stuxnet virus as well
as number of scenarios for removable storage media. Numerical results are found consistently in good agreement with standard solutions and reported statistics. In future, one may explore in the
application of designed model of stuxnet virus on actual dataset
for device vectors and general malware specimens of SCADA enviroment. Additionally, it looks promising to investigate in design
and analysis a mathematical model for the Stuxnet virus in case
of real-world networks that exhibit more sophisticated topologies
including scale-free and small-world.
Conﬂict of interest
None.
Appendix
An appendix section is introduced to narrate the necessary description of basic reproduction number R0 on the basis of next generation matrix.
The basic reproduction number R0 is most important quantity
in the study of epidemiology modeling and its control strategies.
The quantity is deﬁned as a new causes of infection due to a single infected individuals in susceptible populations. There are several methods to calculate R0 for more then one infectious class
(Heffernan et al., 2005) and in some time it may cumbersome to
calculate more states, however next generation method provides
an easy solution. In next generation method R0 is deﬁned as spectral radius of the next generation operator and classes are categorized in two compartments infected and non-infected. The value of
R0 using next generation can be obtained by calculating the value
of V and F matrix, where V is a matrix for the rate of individuals
transfer from compartment and F is a matrix of appearance of new
infection in the compartment.
Model IPUI has two infected classes, to get R0 , we use only
two classes IUI from system of Eq. (5). Linearizing the system, we
obtain
dI
dt
dUI
dt

= (F − V )
β1

F=

232
β2 U ∗
N∗

β2
0

I
UI ,

V =

ρ + r1
0

0
.
r2

Basic reproduction number R0 is the dominant eigenvalue of F V −1 ,
that is



FV

−1

=

β1

232 (ρ +r1 )
β2 U ∗
N ∗ ( ρ +r1 )

β2
r2

0



,
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and R0 with next generation matrix is

R0 =

232

β1
+
( ρ + r1 )



232

β1
( ρ + r1 )

2

4β2 U ∗
.
( ρ + r1 )r2
2

+

N∗
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